Northern Kentucky University
Prescription Benefit

NKU is partnered with the Know Your Rx Pharmacy Coalition to help provide the prescription benefit to employees. The Coalition is comprised of many Universities in the Commonwealth of Kentucky in an effort to decrease the cost of prescription medications.

The team of pharmacists at the coalition are available to answer questions about your medications and your prescription benefit. Coalition Pharmacists can offer guidance on lower cost-alternative medications that are safe and effective. Furthermore, the staff at the coalition can help navigate the benefit with you and your prescriber to ensure that you have all the information necessary to make a decision about medication therapies and can also help assist in seeking coverage as well.

Know Your Rx Coalition
Pharm-Assist Offering

MONDAY – FRIDAY 8AM – 6PM E.T.
855-218-5979
KYRX@uky.edu

Free counseling service via live pharmacists
- Contact members with lower cost prescription alternatives
- Contact Prescribers and Pharmacies on your behalf
- Guide you to lowest cost medication options (low cost generic lists, copay cards, etc…)
- Contact the PBM (Express Scripts) on your behalf as needed
- Provide medication information and prescription coverage information specific to your plan

www.KYRX.org